EMPATHY
WEEK

Em p athy Week
June 1-7, 2019

Inv itation to partake in a sponsorship
opportunity with Humainologie

W HO A RE W E?
About Humainologie
In 2015, the Calgary Centre for Global Community, a Canadian registered charity
established in 2007, launched Humainologie, which creates and curates artistic works
and events that spread empathy, increase inclusion and reduce discrimination.
We work to develop individual self-awareness; stimulate and grow capacity for
empathy; and share the stories and experiences of others, especially individuals who
are part of groups that are marginalized or misrepresented.
We are governed by a Board of Directors and have a permanent staff of two. Some
of our funding relationships past and present include The Calgary Foundation, United
Nations Association in Canada - Calgary Branch, The Canadian Museum for Human
Rights and The Estate of Irma Parhad.
Find out more about the work of Humainologie at humainologie.com
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H U MAI NOLOGIE FACTS
• In the past two years, Humainologie films have received eight awards
and 18 selections at film festivals worldwide.
• Last year, we exhibited our ‘under an umbrella we met’ film
installation over 150 calendar days. This installation invites viewers to
step into the actual, worn shoes of the film subjects.
• We deliver training on topics like labels and stereotypes and
empathy to clients such as City of Calgary and Cumming School of
Medicine.
• We are the organizers of events in Calgary like The Unity Project,
Humainologie Annual Film Festival and, of course, Empathy Week.
• Last year, seven Humainologie films addressing different human
rights issues were on exhibit at the Canadian Museum for Human Rights
in Winnipeg for over six months.

WHAT IS EM P A T H Y W E E K ?
What is Empathy Week?
Empathy Week is a seven day festival in Calgary first introduced and organized by
Humainologie in Calgary in 2017. Taking place June 1-7 each year, we are now planning our
third annual Empathy Week for June 1-7, 2019. See humainologie.com/empathyweek
Partnering with community groups and individuals, a calendar of different events is offered
each year by Humainologie and its partners. In 2018, the Empathy Week program included
events from Calgary Drop-In & Rehab Centre, Vecova, Prospect Human Services, Reset
Society of Calgary, Humainologie, and others.

What are the benefits of Empathy Week?
Empathy Week is an opportunity to raise awareness, develop skills and celebrate empathy.
Empathy affects the success of our relationships, which correlates with our individual
wellbeing and longevity, as well as the health of our communities.
A hate crime happens every other day in Alberta. The Alberta Human Rights Commission
received 923 complaints in 2016/17, with most complaints citing discrimination because
of disability, race or gender. According to the 2017 Calgary Vital Signs Report, 57% of
Calgarians say that say there should be more opportunities to support cross-cultural
education and awareness and 47% of Calgarians are affected by loneliness. Empathy allows
us to break down barriers and increase our sense of belonging and connectedness. Empathy
helps us overcome assumptions or stereotypes and better understand eachother. Calgary’s
Empathy Week is about creating an inclusive and vibrant city.
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EMPA THY WEE K FAC TS
• Calgary is the first city in the world to have a city-wide Empathy Week.
• 3,000 people attended Empathy Week events in 2018.
• Empathy Week is held at a variety of venues in Calgary. Past venue locations
have included Arts Commons, ATB Entrepreneur Centre, The Globe Cinema,
cSPACE, Stephen Avenue outdoor mall, Alex Community Food Centre, Lilac
Festival, University of Calgary, Eau Claire Market, Mill Street Brewery, Memorial
Park Library, and others.
• Empathy Week and Empathy Week events have received print and radio
coverage in the past. In 2019, we have budgeted for PR assistance to increase
awareness of and participation in Empathy Week.
• A public request for proposals for participation in Empathy Week is
distributed widely in the Fall to ensure both an inclusive approach to
programming and a diverse range of events.

WHY IS EM P A T H Y I M P O R T A NT ?
What is Empathy?
There are many different definitions of ’empathy’. We refer to empathy as the ability to step
into the shoes of another; to imagine what they may be thinking and/or feeling.

Why is Empathy important?
Educator, researcher and author, Karla McLaren says “Empathy helps you connect with others,
feel alongside them, understand them, work with them, meet their needs, love them, and be
loved by them. Empathy is essential for the health of your relationships, and...to your social
and emotional skills.”
University of Michigan researchers gathered data from over 14,000 students and found that
student empathy levels were 40% lower in 2010 than they were some 30 years prior. And while
empathy levels might well be on the decline, at the same time, we recognize their importance.
In an online survey conducted by Humainologie, 98.3% of respondents agreed that if people
acted with more empathy, it would change the world.
When empathy benefits our personal relationships, it also benefits us as individuals. One
study showed that people who feel more connected to others have lower rates of anxiety and
depression (Seppalla, 2012). When empathy is applied to our political systems and global
decision making processes, more humanitarian outcomes are possible.
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“Learning to stand in
somebody else’s shoes,
to see through their eyes,
that’s how peace begins.
And it’s up to you to make
that happen. Empathy is
a quality of character that
can change the world.”
- Barack Obama

SPON S OR SH I P O P P O R T U NI T I ES
Major Sponsor - $15,000 (1 opportunity)
• Double size logo on separate line on Empathy Week poster and program
• Recognized as the major sponsor in Empathy Week program with a quarter page company
profile and/or advertisement (depending upon your preference) in the program
• Only sponsor logo on all Empathy Week event signage sandwich boards (posted at all events)
• Wall mounted “about the sponsor” recognition at any Empathy Week art exhibits
• Only sponsor logo on any Empathy Week specific event programs
• Public thank you advertisement in the media published within two weeks of Empathy Week’s
conclusion
• Verbally recognized as major sponsor at all Empathy Week events with a speaker
• A minimum of four social media posts by Humainologie naming, referring to or thanking the
major sponsor in the post text, and including the sponsor logo within the graphic of the post
• Double size logo on separate line at Humainologie’s website on “Empathy Week” page
• Logo and donation acknowledgement at Humainologie’s website on “Our Supporters” page
• Logo and recognition as major sponsor for Empathy Week on screen at the opening of the
Humainologie Annual Film Festival at The Globe Cinema
• Only sponsor logo on any film promotions for Empathy Week created by Humainologie
• All Empathy Week media advisories and press releases will include the text “Sponsored by
[your organization]”
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SPON S OR SH IP O P P O R T U NI T I ES
Regular Sponsor - $2.500
(4 opportunities)
• Single size logo on Empathy Week poster
and program
• Recognized as a sponsor in Empathy Week
program
• Single size logo at Humainologie’s website
on “Empathy Week” page
• Logo and donation acknowledgement at
Humainologie’s website on “Our Supporters”
page
• A minimum of two social media posts
by Humainologie naming, referring to or
thanking the sponsor in the post text

connect with us

salima@humainologie.com
T 403.402.8550
humainologie.com
Instagram & Twitter:
@Humainologie
Facebook:
facebook.com/humainologie

• Participate in an Empathy Week event
• Provide your feedback to us on our sponsorship
proposal at hello@humainologie.com
• Pitch a story to contribute to our blog at
humainologie.com/blog
• Request a speaking engagement or workshop with
one of our educators
• Contact us about volunteer opportunities
• Make a donation to the Calgary Centre for Global
Community at CanadaHelps.com

o t h er w ay s to su ppo rt us

• Follow us on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram

Thank you for your
consideration of
sponsorship for Empathy

EMPATHY
WEEK

Week 2019.
www.humainologie.com/
empathyweek

